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Terms:

ch - chain
sc - single stitch
hdc - half double crochet
st - stitch
sl st - slip stitch
sts - stitches

pumpkinO
Sizes:
· 3 to 6” wide depending on needle and yarn size

Materials Needed:
· worsted weight yarn or a thicker yarn of your choice
· 3mm hook for the stem and vine
· 6mm hook or larger for the pumpkins
· poly fill

Ch 15, starting in 2nd
ch from hook, sl st 14.

Row 2-34:  Ch 1, sl st in back loops only.  Turn

Fold in half and sl st the ends together.
Fasten off with a long tail.
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Weave the end around the stitches along the edge.
Pull the end tight to close the hole and secure it.

STEM:  With brown yarn and 3mm hook, ch 2, sc 6 in last ch from hook.  Pul the short string tight to close the middle.
Rnd 2-6:  Starting on 1st st from previous round, sc 6 around.  

Fasten off, tie the end to one of the strings on the pumpkin.

VINE:  With green yarn and 3mm hook, ch 15 to 25 depending on how big your pumpkin is.  Starting in 3rd ch from hook, hdc 4 
in each to the end.  Fasten off, tie the ends to the other string on the pumpkin.  Hide the ends inside the pumpkin.

Stuff with poly fill.
Tie the ends together to

close the opening.

Use a sewing needle  to pull the
ends to the other side of the pumpkin.

Make sure the strings
are not in the same spot.

Tie them together to pinch
the middle of the pumpkin.
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